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The Avengers face their darkest hour as the metallic menace Ultron stands over a ravaged Earth in

the Avengers: Age of Ultron Coloring Book. Only a few of Earth's Mightiest Heroes are left standing.

And it's up to you to put the color back into their last ditch effort to save mankind! Featuring the line

art of Bryan Hitch, Brandon Peterson, Carlos Pacheco and more, this is your chance to color inside

the lines, or outside the lines, of this blockbuster Marvel event! Ages 13 and up.
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This is my first "adult coloring book". I'm mostly enjoying the coloring book, although a lot of the

pages are very busy and it's sometimes hard to figure out where one character ends and another

starts when there is so much overlap. At least that makes you appreciate the work of the actual

comic book colorists all the more! The art is fantastic of course, although I'm partial to the splash

pages that aren't as busy. I've included scans of two completed and one in progress page. I'm using

both felt tip pens and a good set of colored pencils, although I often find I need more colors. The

paper is nice and heavy, but I don't think it's heavy enough for watercolor paint, although I may try.

As a comic book fan, it's hard to color these pages/characters in anything other than their "actual"

colors, although I think I'm doing better at getting away from that. I think it will be hard for most

comic book fans to not look for color guides for these characters and just try to go with what works

for you. No criticism from me either way, it's all for fun. It's nice to be able to pull the pages out of

the book. Images are on one side of the page only, and there is a good variety of pages included,

from splash pages to pages with comic book panels (no lettering). On the inside front and back



covers there are a total of eight colored pages if you want to use them for reference, although you

will not find all of the characters present in the book referenced there. For many of the pages expect

to sit down and spend a lot of time getting them finished. I marked it down one star because a lot of

the pages are so busy, so heavily inked, that I don't think they're suitable for a coloring book. Also,

the black inked parts will smear into your colors if you rub them too hard, or use a blending pencil as

I did on some of the pages.

Great book. As one of the lower reviews points out, some of these images do appear as sketches

(on the more difficult/busy pages, it is hard to determine what certain elements are), however, all

said, this is a beautiful and true-to-comic art form for coloring. Fans that want to take time to color, to

enjoy the heroes and villains that they adore (from Marvel) and are looking for a good quality book,

THIS IS IT! There are some plain/boring images, but for the most part, the book has some great

images! Backs of pages are blank, and pages easily tear out for coloring. I've used colored pencils

and markers. Heavier markers (i.e. copics) will bleed through fairly easily, but this is a great book for

colored pencils or inks.

Awesome coloring comic! It looks just like a comic book inside. Very detailed and well written. It's a

thick and heavy book with a soft cover. I guess it's much more like a graphic novel. I bought it for my

son, since he likes adult coloring books, but they're a bit boring for him. He was so excited when he

opened it. Our neighbor came over and was just as excited, but he's a grown man. You really can

buy this graphic novel for all ages. There's more black filled in on the pages than was expected, but

it just lends to the comic experience. There's another one coming out soon, and I'm sure we'll be

purchasing that one too.

After months of anticipation, I finally received the Color your Own from Marvel. I love the details in

the book and can't wait to start coloring. An excellent buy for $6.79. I will post pics of my favorite

pages. Must buy for coloring book/comic fans!!

I bought this for my boyfriend so he would have something to color while I was engulfed in one of

my many coloring books. He loves it, I think it's pretty good. Most of the drawings are very intense,

so this isn't one for the little ones. My main issue with it is most of the characters are the same color

and unless you're skilled at shading and blending, it might not look that great when you're done. But

hey, it's not for me and he loves it, so you might love it, too!



My daughter loves to draw and she loves Marvel. I hoped that this would help her learn more about

the characters and comic art. She says she really likes the book and wants to use her Marvel

Encyclopedia as a reference in choosing the right colours for the characters. I would suggest using

very fine pencils, pens or markers as the colouring areas are extremely detailed.

Finally it's happened- all come together for people who want to color their own comics- detailed

pictures, quality paper and enough choices in line work to make tt worth your time. Now's your

chance to color Ultron your way, with pictures you'll actually want to color!

Perfect "adult coloring book" for the man/woman who likes comics. I do this when my wife does her

own to help wind down at night. My 2 boys who are very interested in superheroes etc. enjoy taking

a look at it and helping me from time to time as well.
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